Zoner Photo Studio 14 FREE now available
(Brno, Czech Republic, February 23th, 2012) — One of the greatest free
photo managers is now even better. Three months after releasing its flagship
-Zoner Photo Studio 14 PRO, there is now a free edition of this all-in-one
solution for all camera users. It is based on groundbreaking technologies
used in the paid version and moreover it is completely free.
Even the most inexperienced photography fans will be excited with how quickly
and easily you are able to manage, edit and share your photos with mindblowing
results. Zoner Photo Studio FREE is a popular toolkit taking care of all your
work with photos. It’s range of functions are vast: from complex editing tools to
professional management of your files.
Ales Hasala, development team director, is glad to comment on the features of
the new version, “Users will definitely appreciate the new editing features. The
already wide range of features like shadow brightening, clone stamping,
panorama photography and advanced red eye reduction have been enriched with
new functions and tools like Deform tool which helps with popular tasks like
slimming a person’s figure or advanced facial adjustments to name a few. But
what I am most proud of is the integration with our photosharing service,
Zonerama.com“
Zonerama.com is a new, attractive web photo sharing service that gets users’
pictures looking great on the Web. Zonerama’s creators explained, “What
Zonerama means for users is easy online photo presentation. Even though it’s on
the web, there’s no need to visit a website. You can work directly from inside
Zoner Photo Studio.“
Zoner Photo Studio FREE is for personal, non-commercial use on single
computers. Download it at http://www.zoner.com/ww-en/download-photostudio-free or http://free.zoner.com/download.asp. It is available in English,
German and Russian.
You can also try and compare Zoner Photo Studio 14 PRO to the FREE edition.
Visit www.zoner.com to find more information.

